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1. Introduction 

1.1 Dimensional analysis and self-similarity 

Dimensional and similarity theory provides one with the possibility of prior qualitative-
theoretical analysis and the choice of a set for characteristic dimensionless parameters. The 
theory can be applied to the consideration of quite complicated phenomena and makes the 
processing of experiments much easier. What is more, at present, the competent setting and 
processing of experiments is inconceivable without taking into account dimensional and 
similarity reasoning. Sometimes at the initial stage of investigation of certain complicated 
phenomena, dimensional and similarity theory is the only possible theoretical method, 
though the possibilities of this method should not be overestimated. The combination of 
similarity theory with considerations resulting from experiments or mathematical 
operations can sometimes lead to significant results. Most often dimensional and similarity 
theory is very useful for theoretical as well for practical use. All the results obtained with the 
help of this theory can be obtained quite easily and without much trouble.  
A phenomenon is called self-similar if the spatial distributions of its properties at various 
moments of time can be obtained from one another by a similarity transformation. 
Establishing self-similarity has always represented progress for a researcher: self-
similarity has simplified computations and the representation of the characteristics of 
phenomena under investigation. In handling experimental data, self-similarity has 
reduced what would seem to be a random cloud of empirical points so as to lie on a single 
curve of surface, constructed using self-similar variables chosen in some special way. Self-
similarity enables us to reduce its partial differential equations to ordinary differential 
equations, which substantially simplifies the research. Therefore with the help of self-
similar solutions researchers have attempted to find the underlying physics. Self-similar 
solutions also serve as standards in evaluating approximate methods for solving more 
complicated problems.  
Scaling laws, which are obtained as a result of the dimensional analysis and other methods, 

play an important role for understanding the underlying physics and applying them to 

practical systems. When constructing a full-scale system in engineering, numerical 

simulations will be first made in most cases. Its feasibility should be then demonstrated 

experimentally with a reduced-scale system. For astrophysical studies, for instance, such 

scaling considerations are indispensable and play a decisive role in designing laboratory 

experiments. Then one should know how to design such a miniature system and how to 
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judge whether two experimental results in different scales are hydrodynamically equivalent 

or similar to each other. Lie group analysis (Lie, 1970), which is employed in the present 

chapter, is not only a powerful method to seek self-similar solutions of partial differential 

equations (PDE) but also a unique and most adequate technique to extract the group 

invariance properties of such a PDE system. Lig group analysis and dimensional analysis 

are useful methods to find self-similar solutions in a complementary manner. 
An instructive example of self-similarity is given by an idealized problem in the 
mathematical theory of linear heat conduction:  Suppose that an infinitely stretched planar 
space (−∞ < 捲 < ∞) is filled with a heat-conducting medium. At the initial instant 建 = ど and 
at the origin of the coordinate 捲 = ど, a finite amount of heat 継	is supplied instantaneously. 
Then the propagation of the temperature Θ is described by  
 項Θ項建 = 腔 項態Θ項捲態 ,  (1)

 

where 腔 is the constant heat diffusivity of the medium. Then the temperature Θ at an 
arbitrary time t and distance from the origin x is given by  
 Θ = 継潔√ね講腔建 exp峭− 捲態ね腔建嶌 , (2)

 

where c is the specific heat of the medium. As a matter of fact, it is confirmed with the 
solution (2) that the integrated energy over the space is kept constant regardless of time: 
 豹 潔 Θ岫捲, 建岻穴捲著

貸著 = 継 (3)

 

The structure of Eq. (2) is instructive: There exist a temperature scale Θ待岫建岻 and a linear scale 捲待岫建岻, both depending on time, 
 Θ待岫建岻 = 継潔√ね講腔建 , 	 捲待岫建岻 = √腔建 , (4)

 

such that the spatial distribution of temperature, when expressed in these scales, ceases to 
depend on time at least in appearance: 
 ΘΘ待 = 血岫行岻 , 血岫行岻 = exp峭−行態ね 嶌 , 行 = 捲捲待. (5)

 

Suppose that we are faced with a more complex problem of mathematical physics in two 
independent variables x and t, requiring the solution of a system of partial differential 
equations on a variable 憲岫捲, 建岻 of the phenomenon under consideration. In this problem, 
self-similarity means that we can choose variable scales 憲待岫建岻 and 捲待岫建岻 such that in the new 
scales, 憲岫捲, 建岻 can be expressed by functions of one variable: 

 		憲 = 憲待岫建岻戟岫行岻	,					行 = 捲/捲待岫建岻 (6) 

The solution of the problem thus reduces to the solution of a system of ordinary differential 
equations for the function 戟岫行岻. 
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At a certain point of analysis, dimensional consideration called Π-theorem plays a crucial 

role in a complementary manner to the self-similar method. Suppose we have some 

relationship defining a quantity 欠 as a function of n parameters 欠怠, 欠態, … , 欠津:  
 	欠 = 血岫欠怠, 欠態, …	欠津岻	. (7) 

If this relationship has some physical meaning, Eq. (7) must reflect the clear fact that 
although the numbers 欠怠, 欠態, … , 欠津 express the values of corresponding quantities in a 
definite system of units of measurement, the physical law represented by this relation does 
not depend on the arbitrariness in the choice of units. To explain this, we shall divide the 
quantities 欠, 欠怠, 欠態, …	欠津	into two groups. The first group, 欠怠, …	欠賃, includes the governing 
quantities with independent dimensions (for example, length, mass, and time). The second 
group, 欠, 欠賃袋怠, …	欠津,	contains quantities whose dimensions can be expressed in terms of 
dimensions of the quantities of the first group. Thus, for example, the quantity 欠 has the 

dimensions of the product 欠怠椎欠態槌 ∙∙∙ 欠賃追 , the quantity 欠賃袋怠 has the dimensions of the product 欠怠椎入甜迭欠態槌入甜迭 ∙∙∙ 	欠賃追入甜迭, etc. The exponents 喧, 圏, …	are obtained by a simple arithmetic. Thus the 

quantities, 
 	Π = 欠欠怠椎欠態槌 ∙∙∙ 欠賃追 , Π怠 = 欠賃袋怠欠怠椎入甜迭欠態槌入甜迭 ∙∙∙ 欠賃追入甜迭 , . . . , Π津貸賃 = 欠津欠怠椎韮欠態槌韮 ∙∙∙ 欠賃追韮 (8)

 

turn out to be dimensionless, so that their values do not depend how one choose the units of 
measurement. This fact follows that the dimensionless quantities can be expressed in the 
form, 

 	Π = Φ岫Π怠, Π態, … , Π津貸賃岻	, (9) 

where no dimensional quantity is contained. What should be stressed is that in the original 
relation (7), 券 + な dimensional quantities 欠, 欠怠, 欠態, … , 欠津	are connected, while in the reduced 
relation (9), 券 − 倦 + な	dimensionless quantities	Π, Π怠, Π態, … , Π津貸賃 are connected with k 
quantities being reduced from the original relation. 
We now apply dimensional analysis to the heat conduction problem considered above. 
Below we shall use the symbol [a] to give its dimension, as Maxwell first introduced, in 
terms of the unit symbols for length, mass, and time by the letters 詣, 警, and 劇, respectively. 
For example, velocity v has its dimension [懸] = 詣/劇. Then the physical quantities describing 
the present system have following dimensions, 

 [捲] = 詣,			[建] = 劇,			[腔] = 詣態劇貸怠,				[継] = 警詣態劇貸態,			[潔	Θ] = 警詣戴劇貸態. (10) 

From Eq. (10), in which five dimensional quantities (券 + な = の) under the three principal 
dimensions (倦 = ぬ for 詣, 警, and 劇), one can construct the following dimensionless system 
with two dimensionless parameters Π and 行	岫= Π怠岻: 
 Π = 血岫行岻, Π = 潔 Θ√腔建継 , 行 = 捲√腔建 , (11)

 

where 血 is unknown function. Substituting Eq. (11) for Eq. (1), one obtains, 

 		血嫗嫗 + 怠態 岫血 + 行血嫗岻 = ど	, (12) 
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where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to 行; also the transform relation from 

partial to ordinary derivatives 

 項血岫行岻項建 = − 行に建 血嫗岫行岻, 項血岫行岻項捲 = な√腔建 血嫗岫行岻 , (13)

 

are used. With the help of the boundary condition, 血嫗岫ど岻 = ど, and Eq. (3), Eq. (12) is 

integrated to give 

 血岫行岻 = な√ね講 exp峭−行態ね 嶌 . (14)

 

Thus Eqs. (11) and (14) reproduce the solution of the problem, Eq. (2). 
What is described above is the simple and essential scenario of the approach in terms of self-

similar solution and dimensional analysis, more details of which can be found, for example, 

in Refs. (Lie, 1970; Barenblatt, 1979; Sedov, 1959; Zel’dovich & Raizer, 1966). In the following 

subsections, we show three specific examples with new self-similar solutions, as reviews of 

previously published papers for readers’ further understanding how to use the dimensional 

analysis and to find self-similar solutions: The first is on plasma expansion of a limited mass 

into vacuum, in which two fluids composed of cold ions and thermal electrons expands via 

electrostatic field (Murakami et al, 2005). The second is on laser-driven foil acceleration due 

to nonlinear heat conduction (Murakami et al, 2007). Finally, the third is an astrophysical 

problem, in which self-gravitation and non-linear radiation heat conduction determine the 

temporal evolution of star formation process in a self-organizing manner (Murakami et al, 

2004).  

2. Isothermally expansion of laser-plasma with limited mass  

2.1 Introduction 

Plasma expansion into a vacuum has been a subject of great interest for its role in basic 

physics and its many applications, in particular, its use in lasers. The applied laser 

parameter spans a wide range, など怠待 判 荊實挑膏實挑態 判 など怠苔, where 荊實挑 is the laser intensity in the units 

of W/cm2 and	膏實挑 is the laser wavelength normalized by な	航兼. For 荊實挑膏實挑態 半 など怠替, generation of 

fast ions is governed by hot electrons with an increase in 荊實挑膏實挑態. In this subsection, we focus on 

rather lower intensity range, など怠待 判 荊實挑膏實挑態 判 など怠替, where the effect of hot electrons is 

negligibly small and background cold electrons can be modeled by one temperature. Typical 

examples of applications for this range are laser driven inertial confinement fusion 

(Murakami et al., 1995; Murakami & Iida, 2002) and laser-produced plasma for an extreme 

ultra violet (EUV) light source (Murakami et al, 2006). As a matter of fact, the experimental 

data employed below for comparison with the analytical model were obtained for the EUV 

study. Theoretically, this topic had been studied only through hydrodynamic models until 

the early 1990s. In such theoretical studies, a simple planar (SP) self-similar solution has 

often been used (Gurevich et al, 1966). In the SP model, a semi-infinitely stretched planar 

plasma is considered, which is initially at rest with unperturbed density 貢待. At 建 = ど, a 

rarefaction wave is launched at the edge to penetrate at a constant sound speed 潔鎚 into the 

unperturbed uniform plasma being accompanied with an isothermal expansion. The density 
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and velocity profiles of the expansion are given by (Landau & Lifshitz, 1959) 貢 =貢待	exp	[−岫な + x/ s
c t cst岻] and 懸 = 潔鎚 + 捲/建, respectively. The solution is indeed quite useful 

when using relatively short laser pulses or thick targets such that the density scale can be 

kept constant throughout the process.  

However, in actual laser-driven plasmas, a shock wave first penetrates the unperturbed 

target instead of the rarefaction wave. Once this shock wave reaches the rear surface of a 

finite-sized target and the returning rarefaction wave collides with the penetrating 

rarefaction wave, the entire region of the target begins to expand, and thus the target 

disintegration sets in. If the target continues to be irradiated by the laser even after the onset 

of target disintegration, the plasma expansion and the resultant ion energy spectrum are 

expected to substantially deviate from the physical picture given by the SP solution. Figure 1 

demonstrates a simplified version of the physical picture mentioned above with temporal 

evolution of the density profile obtained by hydrodynamic simulation for an isothermal 

expansion. A spherical target with density and temperature profiles being uniform is 

employed as an example. In Fig. 1, the density is always normalized to unity at the center, 

and the labels assigned to each curve denote the normalized time 建/岫迎待潔鎚岻, where 迎待 is the 

initial radius. The horizontal Lagrange coordinate is normalized to unity at the plasma edge. 

It can be discerned from Fig. 1 that the profile rapidly develops in the early stage for 建/岫迎待潔鎚岻 判 な. After the rarefaction wave reflects at the center, the density distribution 

asymptotically approaches its final self-similar profile (the thick curve with label “ ”), 

which is expressed in the Gaussian form, 貢 ∝ exp	[−岫堅/迎岻態] as will be derived below. The 

initial and boundary conditions employed in Fig. 1 are substantially simplified such that the 

laser-produced shock propagation and resultant interactions with the rarefaction wave are 

not described. However, the propagation speeds of the shock and rarefaction waves are 

always in the same order as the sound speed 潔鎚 of the isothermally expanding plasma. 

Therefore the physical picture shown in Fig. 1 is expected to be qualitatively valid also for  

 

 

Fig. 1. Temporal evolution of the density profile of a spherical isothermal plasma, which is 
normalized by that at the center; 迎待 and 潔鎚 are the initial radius and the sound speed, 
respectively. After the rarefaction wave reflects at the center, the density distribution 
asymptotically approaches its final self-similar profile (the thick curve with “ ”). 
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realistic cases. Below, we present a self-similar solution for the isothermal expansion of 

limited masses (Murakami et al., 2005). The solution explains plasma expansions under 

relatively long laser pulses or small-sized targets so that the solution responds to the above 

argument on target disintegration. Note that other self-similar solutions of isothermal 

plasma expansion have been found for laser-driven two-fluid expansions in light of ion 

acceleration physics (Murakami & Basko, 2006) and heavy-ion-driven cylindrical x-ray 

converter (Murakami et al., 1990), though they are not discussed here. 

2.2 Isothermal expansion 

The plasma is assumed to be composed of cold ions and electrons described by one 

temperature 劇勅, which is measured in units of energy as follows. Furthermore, the electrons 

are assumed to obey the Boltzmann statistics, 

 			券勅 = 券勅頂 	exp	岫結Φ/劇勅 	岻 , (15) 

where 券勅頂岫建岻 is the temporal electron density at the target center, 結 is the elementary charge, 

and Φ岫堅, 建岻 is the electrostatic potential, the zero-point of which is set at the target center, 

i.e., Φ岫ど, 建岻 = ど. The potential Φ satisfies the Poisson equation, 

 な堅底貸怠 項項堅 磐堅底貸怠 項Φ項堅 卑 = ね講結岫券勅 − 傑券沈岻 , (16)

 

where 傑 is the ionization state; the superscript 糠 stands for the applied geometry such that 糠 

= 1, 2, and 3 correspond to planar, cylinder, and spherical geometry, respectively. 

Throughout the present analysis, the electron temperature 劇勅 and the ionization state 傑 are 

assumed to be constant in space and time.  

An ion in the plasma is accelerated via the electrostatic potential in the form, 

 項懸項建 + 懸 項懸項堅 = −傑結兼沈 項Φ項堅 , (17)

 

where 兼沈 is the ion mass and 懸 is the ion velocity. Note that, in the following, we consider 

such a system that the plasma has quasi-neutrality, i.e., 券勅 ≈ 傑券沈, where 券沈 and 券勅 are the 

number densities of the ions and the electrons, respectively. Equations (15) and (17) are 

combined to derive a single-fluid description, 

 項懸項建 + 懸 項懸項堅 = −潔鎚態貢 項ρ項堅 , (18)

 

where 潔鎚 = 紐傑劇勅/兼沈 is the sound speed. Also, a fluid element with mass density 貢岫堅, 建岻 =兼沈券沈 satisfies the following mass conservation law,  

 項貢項建 + な堅底貸怠 項項堅 岫堅底貸怠貢懸岻 = ど . (19)

 
We now seek a self-similar solution to Eqs. (18) and (19) on 貢岫堅, 建岻 and 懸岫堅, 建岻 under the 

similarity ansatz, 
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懸 = 迎岌 行 , 行 ≡ 堅迎 , (20)

 

 貢 = 貢待待 磐 迎迎待卑貸底 罫岫行岻, (21)

 

where 迎岫建岻 stands for a time-dependent characteristic system size, and 行 is the 
dimensionless similarity coordinate; the over-dot in Eq. (20) denotes the derivative with 
respect to time; 貢待待 ≡ 貢岫ど,ど岻 and 迎待 ≡ 迎岫ど岻 are the initial central density and the size, 
respectively; 罫岫行岻 is a positive unknown function with the normalized boundary condition 罫岫ど岻 = な. Then, Eqs. (15) and (21) give 
 券勅 ≈ 券勅頂岫建岻罫岫行岻 ≈ 傑 貢待待兼沈 磐 迎迎待卑貸底 罫岫行岻, (22)

 

Under the similarity ansatz, Eqs. (20) and (21), the mass conservation, Eq. (19), is 
automatically satisfied. Substituting Eqs. (20) and (21) for Eq. (18), and making use of the 

derivative rules, 項/項堅 = 迎貸怠	岫穴/穴行岻 and 項/項建 = −行迎岌迎貸怠	岫穴/穴行岻, one obtains the following 
ordinary differential equations in the form of variable separation, 
 迎迎岑潔鎚態 = − 罫嫗行罫 = 閤待 , (23)

 

where 閤待岫> ど岻 is a separation constant, and the prime denotes the derivative with respect to 行. Without losing generality, the constant 閤待 can be set equal to an arbitrary numerical 
value, because this is always possible with a proper normalization of R and 行. Here, just for 
simplicity, we set 閤待 = に in Eq. (23). Then the spatial profile of the density, 罫岫行岻, is 
straightforwardly obtained under 罫岫ど岻 = な in the form (True et al., 1981; London & Rosen, 
1986), 

 罫岫行岻 = exp岫−行態岻	. (24) 

As was seen in Fig. 1, the density profile of isothermally expanding plasma with a limited 
mass is found to approach asymptotically the solution, Eq. (24), even if it has a different 
profile in the beginning. Meanwhile, 迎岫建岻 in Eq. (23) cannot be given explicitly as a function 
of time but has the following integrated forms, 

 	迎岌 = に潔鎚紐ln岫迎/迎待岻	, (25) 

 潔鎚建迎待 = なに豹 穴捲√ln 捲 ,眺/眺轍怠  (26)

 

where in obtaining Eqs. (25) and (26), the system is assumed to be initially at rest, i.e.,	迎岌 岫ど岻 =ど. Here it should be noted that Eqs. (23) - (26) do not explicitly include the geometrical index 糠, and therefore they apply to any geometry.  
Based on the solution given above, some other important quantities are derived as follows. 
First, the total mass of the system 警待	is conserved and given with the help of Eqs. (21) and 
(24) in the form, 
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 	警待 = 岫ね講岻底貢待待迎待底 完 行底貸怠著待 exp岫−行態岻 穴行 = 盤√講迎待匪底貢待待	, (27) 

with  
 岫ね講岻底 ≡ 崔 に, 岫糠 = な岻に講, 岫糠 = に岻ね講, 岫糠 = ぬ岻 = に講底/態ち岫糠/に岻 , (28)

 

where ち is the Gamma function. Although the quantitative meaning of 迎岫建岻 was somewhat 

unclear when first introduced in Eq. (20), it can be now clearly understood by relating it to 

the temporal central density, 貢頂岫建岻 ≡ 貢岫ど, 建岻 ≈ 兼沈券勅頂岫建岻/傑, with the help of Eqs. (21) and (27) 

in the form, 

 迎岫建岻 = な√講 磐 警待貢頂岫建岻卑怠/底 . (29)

 

Additionally the potential Φ and corresponding electrostatic field 継 = −∇Φ are obtained 
from Eqs. (15), (21), (22), and (24) in the following forms, 
 結Φ劇勅 = −行態 , (30)

 

 結継劇勅 = に行迎 . (31)

 

The above field quantities contrast well with the fields of the SP solution obtained for a 
semi-infinitely stretched planar plasma: 結Φ/Te = −な − 捲/潔鎚建 and eE/Te = 1/cst for  
x/cst 半 −な and 建 > ど. It is here worth emphasizing that the electrostatic field increases 
linearly with 行 for the present model, while it is constant in space for the SP model. 
Furthermore, the kinetic energy of the system 継賃岫建岻 is given with the help of Eqs. (20), (21) 
and (27) by 
 継賃 = 岫ね講岻底に 貢待待迎待底迎岌 態豹 行底袋怠著

待 exp岫−行態岻 穴行 = 糠ね警待迎岌 態, (32)

 

while the internal (thermal) energy of the system 継沈岫建岻 is kept constant, 
 継沈 = ぬ警待傑劇勅に兼沈 = ぬに警待潔鎚態 . (33)

 

Correspondingly, the power required to keep the isothermal expansion,	鶏岫建岻 = 穴継賃/穴建, is 
given from Eqs. (23), (25), and (32) in the form, 

 		鶏/鶏待 = 紐ln	岫迎/迎待岻	/岫迎/迎待	岻, (34) 

where 鶏待 = に糠警待潔鎚戴/迎待.  
The ion energy spectrum is a physical quantity of high interest. In the present model, the 

kinetic energy of an ion in flight directly relates its location, in other words, the further an 
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ion is located, the faster it flies. Then, the number of ions contained in an infinitesimally 

narrow area of the similarity coordinate between 行 and 行 + 穴行 is given by 

 	穴軽 = 岫ね講岻底券沈待待迎待底行底貸怠 exp岫−行態岻 穴行 , (35) 

where 券沈待待 = 貢待待/兼沈 		is the initial number density of the ions at the center. Meanwhile, the 

kinetic energy of an ion at 行 is 綱 = 兼沈迎岌 態行態/に, and therefore 

 穴綱 = 兼沈迎岌 態行穴行	. (36) 

From Eqs. (35) and (36), the ion energy spectrum is obtained, 
 穴軽撫穴綱̂ = 綱̂岫底貸態岻/態exp岫−綱̂岻ち岫糠/に岻 , (37)

 

where 軽撫 ≡ 軽/軽待 and 綱̂ ≡ 綱/綱待 are normalized quantities with 

 	綱待岫建岻 = 兼沈迎岌 態/に	, (38) 

 	軽待 = 岫√講迎待岻底券沈待待	. (39) 

It should be noted that, for 糠 = 3, the energy spectrum, Eq. (37), coincides with the well-
known Maxwellian energy distribution; this is not just a coincidence because an 
isotropically heated mass always has such a distribution.  
Although the spectrum, Eq. (37), is for the ion number density, another spectrum for the 
energy density, 穴継賃/穴綱, is an even more interesting quantity. It can be easily obtained quite 
in the same manner as for 穴軽/穴綱 taking the specific kinetic energy 懸態/に		into account: 
 穴継賃穴綱̂ = 綱待軽待ち岫糠/に岻 綱̂底/態 exp岫−綱̂岻 . (40)

 

The peak value of Eq. (40) is attained at 綱̂ = 糠/に, which is three times higher than that of Eq. 
(37) for the spherical case (糠 = ぬ).  

2.3 Comparison with experiments 
We apply the analytical model to two different laser experiments focusing on the ion energy 
spectrum. The two experimental results were separately obtained under different conditions 
by means of the time-of-flight method. In both cases, the laser conditions were almost the 
same, i.e., the wavelength 膏挑 = な.どは	航兼, the irradiation intensity 荊挑 = ど.の − 	な.ど ×など怠怠	激/潔兼態, and the pulse length 酵挑~など	券嫌 with a sufficiently large F-number of a focal 
lens. Moreover, the target thicknesses were 迎待~など	航兼. Once the key laser parameters, 荊挑 and 酵挑, are given, the other basic parameters required for the model analysis are calculated. For 
example, the plasma temperature is roughly estimated from the power balance, 考銚荊挑 ≈ね貢頂追潔鎚戴 (Murakami & Meyer-ter-Vhen, 1991), where 考銚 is the absorption efficiency and 貢頂追 is 
the critical mass density: 

 劇勅 	[結撃] = にば岫畦/傑岻怠/戴膏實挑替/戴盤考銚荊實挑匪態/戴, (41) 

where 畦 is the ion mass number. The corresponding sound speed turns out to be in the 
order of など滞潔兼/嫌, and the disintegration time ~に迎待/潔鎚 (recall Fig. 1) is calculated to be 
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about 1 ns 岫企 酵挑~など	券嫌岻. The normalized radius 迎/迎待 at the laser turn-off is obtained by Eq. 
(26) as a function of the normalized time 酵挑/岫迎待/潔鎚岻. In addition, the scale length of the 
plasma expansion is 潔鎚酵挑~などど	航兼岫伎 迎待~など	航兼岻. Therefore, the present self-similar analysis 
is considered to be applicable to the experiments under consideration. From the above key 
numerical values, the characteristic ion kinetic energy at the laser turn-off defined by Eq. 
(38) is roughly estimated to be 綱待 = に.の − ぬ.の keV. 
 

 

Fig. 2. Comparison of the experimental result (solid line) and the analytical curve (dashed 
line) obtained by Eq. (37) under planar geometry. Dotted curves for reference are obtained 
by the SP model, Eq. (42). 

In the first case, a laser beam was irradiated on a spherical target with diameter of のどど	航兼, 
which was composed of ぱ航兼-thick plastic shell coated by a 100 nm-thick tin (Sn) layer. In 
this case, the plasma expansion during the laser irradiation can be regarded as quasi-planar, 
because the plasma scale ~などど	航兼	is appreciably smaller than the laser spot size ~のどど	航兼. 
As mentioned in the introduction, the purpose of the Sn-coat was to observe the 
characteristics of the EUV light and energetic ion fluxes emitted from the Sn plasma. The 
detector was tuned to observe massive Sn ions in the direction of 30 degrees with respect to 
the beam axis. Figure 2 shows the ion energy spectrum comparing the experimental result 
(solid line) and the analytical curve (dashed line) obtained by Eq. (37) with a fitted 
numerical factor 綱待 = な.ば keV and 糠 = な (planar geometry). With respect to the vertical axis, 
the physical quantities are properly normalized such that the peak values stay in the order 
of unity. The fluctuated structure of the experimental data for  綱 > など	keV cannot be clearly 
judged as concerns whether the signals simply span the region with less precision of 
diagnosis, or whether they should be attributed to other causes such as carbon ions, protons, 
and photons. In Fig. 2, two other curves (dotted lines) are also plotted for comparison. They 
are obtained by the SP model (Mora, 2003), 
 穴軽穴綱̂ ∝ exp盤−√綱̂匪√綱̂ , (42)

 

where 綱待 = な.ば keV and 綱待 = ど.な keV are used to draw the fitted curves to relatively low and 
high energy regions, respectively. It can be seen that it is hard to reproduce the experimental 
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result by Eq. (42). The essential difference of the two analytical models is attributed to their 
density profiles, i.e., 貢 ∝ exp	岫−行態岻 for the present model and 貢 ∝ exp	岫−行岻 for the SP model. 
This can be elaborated on as follows: The pressure scale decreases with time all over the 
region in the present model, while it is kept constant in time in the SP model. Therefore, the 
ions in the former model are less accelerated due to the pdV work than those in the latter 
model.  
 

 

Fig. 3. Comparison of the experimental result (dots) and the analytical curve (dashed line) 
obtained by Eq. (37) under spherical geometry. 

In the second case, a laser beam was irradiated from a single side with a liquid-Xe jet ejected 

through a nozzle with diameter of 30 航兼. The focal spot size was also 30 航兼 in diameter. 

Therefore, the resultant plasma expansion was very likely unsymmetrical. In this case, 

however, the specific mass can expand into much larger space three-dimensionally than in 

the first case, and thus is regarded as a quasi-spherical expansion 岫糠 = ぬ岻. Figure 3 shows 

the experimental result and an analytical curve obtained by Eq. (37) with a fitted numerical 

factor 綱待 = ぬ.ど keV. Again, with respect to the vertical axis, the physical quantities are 

properly normalized such that the peak values stay in the order of unity. The ion fluxes 

were observed at an angle of 45 degrees with respect to the laser beam axis. The 

experimental signals strongly fluctuate at energies close to the lowest detection limit at 

around 綱	~	ねどど	eV, but are otherwise well reproduced by the analytical curve.  

3. Laser-driven nonstationary accelerating foil due to nonlinear heat 
conduction  

3.1 Introduction 

When one side of a thin planar foil is heated by an external heat source, typically by laser or 
thermal x-ray radiation, the heated material quickly expands into vacuum with its density 
being reduced drastically - this phenomenon is called “ablation”. In inertial confinement 
fusion (ICF) research, for example, it is indispensable to correctly understand the shell 
acceleration due to ablation. Thereby self-similar solutions play a crucial role in the analysis 
and prediction of the detailed behavior of the shell acceleration. Although some analytical 
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models have been proposed to study the shell acceleration due to mass ablation (Gitomer et 
al., 1977; Takabe et al., 1983; Kull, 1989, 1991), most of them have assumed a stationary 
ablation layer. Pakula and Sigel (1985), for example, reported a self-similar solution for the 
ablative heat wave. In the solution, however, the ablation surface is ideally treated such that 
the density goes to infinity, and the surface does not accelerate. Below, we present a new 
self-similar solution (Murakami et al, 2007), which describes non-stationary acceleration 
dynamics of a planar foil target ablatively driven by non-linear heat transfer. The most 
striking differences from the other models are that the target has a decreasing mass with a 
peak density, and that it has a distinct shell/vacuum boundary, where the density and the 
temperature converge to null.   

3.2 Basic equations and similarity ansatz 

Suppose that a planar shell is being accelerated in the positive direction of the x-axis in an 

inertial laboratory frame via the recoil force due to the ablation. The characteristic scale 

length of the shell 経岫建岻 decreases with time. Let us assume that the shell is burnt out at the 

origin of the coordinates, i.e., 経岫ど岻 = ど at 捲 = ど. One can always find such an inertial frame 

by appropriately choosing relative position and velocity to another reference inertial frame. 

In this case the shell velocity is initially (建 < ど) negative, its absolute value gradually 

decreases due to the positive acceleration, and finally the burned-out shell halts at 岫捲, 建岻 =岫ど,ど岻. The fluid system is then described by the following equations:  

 項貢項建 + 項岫貢懸岻項捲 = ど , (43)

 

 項懸項建 + 懸 項懸項捲 = −項喧項捲 , (44)

 

 貢 磐項香項建 + 懸 項香項捲卑 + 喧 項懸項捲 = 項項捲 磐腔 項劇項捲卑 , (45)

 

where 貢 is the mass density, 懸 is the flow velocity, 香 is the specific internal energy, 劇 is the 

temperature in units of energy, and 腔 is the thermal conductivity. We assume an ideal gas 

equation of state in the form, 

 喧 = 貢劇,  香 = 劇/岫紘 − な岻, (46) 

where 紘 is the specific heats ratio. We assume that the thermal conductivity is expressed in 

the following power-law form with m, n, and 腔待 being constants, 

 腔 = 腔待劇津/貢陳. (47) 

We introduce the following well-known similarity ansatz (Guderley, 1942; Lie, 1970) to 

eliminate the temporal dependence of the system and thus to find a self-similar solution: 

 考 = 捲/経岫建岻	,  経岫建岻 = 畦岫−建岻底 	,  糠 半 な	, (48) 

 		懸 = 糠畦岫−建岻底貸怠憲岫考岻	, (49) 
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   劇 = 岫糠畦岻態岫−建岻態岫底貸怠岻肯岫考岻	, (50) 

 貢 = 稽岫−建岻庭訣岫考岻 , 紅 = に岫券 − な岻岫糠 − な岻 − なな +兼 , (51)

 

where 考 is the self-similar variable; 憲岫考岻, 肯岫考岻, and 訣岫考岻 stand for the self-similar profiles of 
the velocity, temperature, and density, respectively; 糠, 畦 and 稽 are arbitrary constants. In 
most of numerical calculations in this paper, we employ 糠 = に (constant acceleration), 岫兼, 券岻 = 岫ど, の/に岻 (electron heat conductivity) and 紘 = の/ぬ as a reference case. The constraint, 糠 半 な, in Eq. (48) stems from Eqs. (49) and (50) in order that 懸 and 劇 do not diverge to 
infinity as 建 → ど. The limiting value, 糠 = な, corresponds to a special case, where the 
characteristic scale of 懸 and 劇 are kept constant in time, while 糠 = 岫に券 − な岻/に岫券 − な岻 = ね/ぬ 
corresponds to another special case, where the density scale does not change in time, i.e., 紅 = ど [see Eq. (51)]. 
Using ansatz (48) - (51), Eqs. (43) - (45) are reduced to the following set of ordinary 
differential equations: 
 岫憲 + 考岻訣嫗 + 磐憲嫗 − 紅糠卑訣 = ど , (52)

 

   岫憲 + 考岻	憲′ + 岫糠貸怠 − な岻憲 + 岫訣肯岻′/訣 = ど	, (53) 

   岫紘 − な岻貸怠[岫憲 + 考岻	肯′ + に岫糠貸怠 − な岻肯] + 肯憲′ = 計訣貸怠岫訣貸陳肯津肯嫗岻′ (54) 

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to 考, and 

  計 = 腔待糠態津貸怠畦態津貸態稽貸怠貸陳 (55) 

is a dimensionless parameter. Solving Eqs. (52) and (53) algebraically for 訣′ and 憲′, one finds 

that a singular point appears when 憲 + 考 = ±√肯 (more details on the singular point will be 
given later). Let 考鎚, 憲鎚, 訣鎚, and 肯鎚 be their values at the singular point. Here we introduce re-
normalized variables, ξ, U岫ξ岻, G岫ξ岻, and Θ岫ξ岻: 
 行 = 考 − 考鎚紐肯鎚 , 行 = 憲 − 考鎚紐肯鎚 , 罫 = 訣訣鎚 , 拘 = 肯肯鎚 , (56)

 

At the singular point, 行 = ど, the re-normalized variables are specified to be 

   戟岫ど岻 = −な,					罫岫ど岻 = な,					拘岫ど岻 = な, (57) 

where we employ the flow direction such that 憲鎚 + 考鎚 = −紐肯鎚	. Equations (10) - (12) are then 

transformed to 

   岫戟 + 行岻	罫′ + 岫戟′ − 紅/糠岻罫 = ど	, (58) 

   岫戟 + 行岻	戟′ + 岫糠貸怠 − な岻戟 + 岫罫拘岻′/罫 + 計怠 = ど	, (59) 

   岫紘 − な岻貸怠[岫戟 + 行岻	拘′ + に岫糠貸怠 − な岻拘] + 拘戟′ = 計態罫貸怠岫罫貸陳拘津拘嫗岻′ (60) 

where the prime hereafter denotes the derivative with respect to 行, and  
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   計怠 = 岫な − 糠貸怠岻考鎚/紐肯鎚 ,  計態 = 計肯鎚津貸怠訣鎚貸陳貸怠	, (61) 

are dimensionless constants representing the gravity (acceleration) and the heat 
conductivity, respectively. Thus the system is clearly defined by Eqs. (57) - (60). Equations 
(58) and (59) yield 
 罫嫗 = 弘態弘怠 罫 , 戟嫗 = 紅糠 − 岫戟 + 行岻弘態弘怠, (62)

 

where 

 		弘怠 = 岫戟 + 行岻態 − 拘	, (63) 

 弘態 = 磐紅糠卑 岫戟 + 行岻 + 岫糠貸怠 − な岻戟 + 拘嫗 + 計怠 . (64)

 

It is clear that G′ and U′ in Eq. (62) are singular when 弘怠 = ど. This singular point corresponds 
to the sonic point, where the flow velocity relative to the surface 行 = 潔剣券嫌建 is equal to the 
local isothermal sound speed. An integrated curve which is physically acceptable is 
expected to pass this singular sonic point smoothly, the condition of which is given by 

 			弘怠 = 弘態 = ど	. (65) 

Since 行 = ど is the singular point, one should start numerical integration at its infinitesimally 
adjacent point. One then needs the four derivatives 罫′岫ど岻, 戟′岫ど岻, 拘′岫ど岻, and 拘′′岫ど岻, which are 
fully provided by relation (65). At 行 = ど, the derivatives of Eq. (62) are reduced from 
L'Hopital's theorem to 
 罫嫗 = 弘態嫗弘怠嫗 , 戟嫗 = 紅糠 + 弘態嫗弘怠嫗 . (66)

 

Thus all the four derivatives at the sonic point are explicitly obtained from Eqs. (57) - (60), 
and (66). 
The present system has another singular point at the vacuum interface, the coordinate at 

which, 行 = 行塚, is an eigenvalue of the system. On the vacuum interface the relative flow 

velocity to the free surface vanishes, i.e., 戟岫行塚岻 + 行塚 = ど, which can also be interpreted as the 

definition of the free surface. Moreover at 行 = 行塚 the pressure and thus the density are 

expected to vanish coherently, because practically no heat conduction prevails in this front 

region (typically characterized such that 罫 伎 な, 拘 企 な, and 岫戟 + 行岻態 企 Θ) and thus the 

specific entropy is kept constant in time. It is then shown that Eqs. (16) and (18) (neglecting 

the heat conduction) have the adiabatic integral with an arbitrary constant 潔待 (Zel’dovich & 

Raizer, 1966): 

 拘岫戟 + 行岻禎罫禎袋怠貸廷 = 潔待, 航 ≡ に岫な − 糠岻 + 紅岫紘 − な岻糠 + 紅 . (67)

 

The vacuum interface is a singular point of the adiabatic flow of the saddle type (Sanz et al., 
1988), where the spatial profiles in the vicinity of 行 = 行塚 is worked out from Eqs. (58) - (60) to 
a first-order approximation in 岫行塚 − 行岻: 
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拘 ≈ 盤岫紘 + な岻糠 − に匪岫糠計怠 + 岫糠 − な岻行塚岻岫糠 + 紅岻紘 岫行塚 − 行岻, (68)

 

 戟 + 行 ≈ −紘 + な − に糠貸怠紘 岫行塚 − 行岻 (69)

 

 罫 ≈ 潔怠岫行塚 − 行岻程 , 荒 ≡ −糠 + 紅紘 + に糠岫紘 + な岻 − に , (70)

 

where 潔怠 is an arbitrary constant; 潔怠 ≈ 罫銚岫行塚 − 行銚岻貸程 for a relatively high aspect shell, i.e., 罫銚/岫行塚 − 行銚	岻 伎 な, where 罫銚 and 行銚 are their corresponding values at the density peak; 罫銚 
and 行銚 are also eigenvalues of the system as will be given below together with 行塚. In 
particular, under constant acceleration (糠 = に), the velocity becomes constant, 戟 = −行塚, and 罫 ∝ 岫行塚 − 行銚	岻 apart from a linear temperature profile in space, as one can predict from Eqs. 
(69) and (70). 

 

 

Fig. 4. Eigenstructure of the accelerated shell under a constant gravity (糠 = に岻. 
3.3 Two dimensional eigenvalue problem and numerical results 

Although one can start the numerical integration at 行 = ど toward the positive direction of 行-
axis, it soon turns out  that such numerical integrations  produce physically unacceptable 
pictures under an arbitrary set of the values of 計怠 and 計態 such that 罫 → ∞ on its way in the 
integration without showing the converging behavior, Eqs. (68) - (70), at the vacuum 
boundary. Therefore the present system is supposed to be an eigenvalue problem, in which 
only some special combinations of 計怠 and 計態 can produce the converging behavior expected 
as a physically meaningful solution (Murakami et al., 2004).  
Figure 4 shows such an eigenstructure numerically obtained for the density 罫, the 

temperature Θ, the velocity 戟, and the pressure 鶏 = 罫Θ under the fixed parameters given in 

Fig. 4. As mentioned earlier, the spatial profiles thus obtained strikingly contrast with ones 

for the stationary ablation models (Gitomer et al., 1977; Takabe et al., 1983; Kull, 1989, 1991).  
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Fig. 5. Magnified view of Fig.4 around the ablation surface. 

Figure 5 shows the magnified view around the ablation surface of Fig. 4, in which the mass 
flux relative to the surface with 行 = 潔剣券嫌建, 繋 ≡ 	−岫戟 + 行岻罫, is additionally depicted. 
Surprisingly the predicted profiles, (68) - (70), apply not only to the vicinity of the vacuum 
boundary but also to almost all the region beyond the ablation surface (行 > ど.なばはぬ). This in 
turn supports the earlier argument that the heat conduction in the shell is practically 
negligible. It should also be noted that at 行 = 行銚 the physical quantities seemingly have a 
sharp jump in their derivatives. However, all those quantities change smoothly but on a 
very narrow range, which can be observed in the further magnified view for 罫 in the upper 
right corner in Fig. 5. The characteristic scale length of the drastic change in the physical 

quantities can be roughly estimated from Eq. (60) to be つ行銚	~	Θ銚津/|戟銚|	罫銚怠袋陳		~			悉岫など貸泰岻 as 
can be observed in Fig. 5.  

4. Gravitational collapse of radiatively cooling sphere in view of star-
formation  

4.1 Introduction 

Self-similar solutions play a crucial role in astrophysics as well. Below we describe a 

spherically contracting system observed in the star formation processes, in which the effect 

of radiative heart conduction is expected to play an important role. In such a system, 

substantial dissociation and ionization of molecules and atoms proceed with time, and the 

isothermal assumption used in the so-called LP model (Larson, 1969; Penston, 1969) 

becomes inappropriate. A solution introduced here (Murakami et al., 2004) can be clearly 

placed in a thermodynamic perspective as follows: The LP model with the isothermal 

assumption means infinitely large heat conductivity, i.e., 鶏結 → ど, where 鶏結 denotes the 

P結́clet number. Meanwhile, there are a number of works based on the perfect adiabaticity, 

i.e., 鶏結 → ∞, which corresponds to zero heat conductivity (Sedov, 1959; Barenblatt, 1979; 

Antonova, 2000). These are two opposed limiting cases, with which the analytical and 

numerical treatment are substantially simplified, and the energy conservation law is often 

expressed in an integrated form or neatly installed in the equation of motion. In contrast, we 

explicitly leave the radiative conduction term in the hydrodynamic system to handle its 

nonlinear effect.  
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An important feature of the present subsection, which is essentially different from the 
conventional ones obtained under the isothermal or adiabatic assumptions, is that all the 
scales of the physical quantities are uniquely determined as a function of time only. This is 
clear from the following argument: When discussing self-similarity within the one-
dimensional framework, one needs four physical quantities to produce a dimensionless 
parameter as a basic self-similar variable, where the system is contained in the class of 
systems of the so-called MLT fundamental units of measurement. Radius r, time t, and the 
gravitational constant G, are apparently the first three quantities in a spherically contracting 
system under self-gravity. The fourth quantity is, for example, the temperature for an 
isothermal system, or the specific entropy for an adiabatic system. Such quantities cannot be 
specified in the absolute value, and therefore they can serve as an external control parameter 
of individual systems. In the present system, however, the fourth quantity is the heat 
diffusion conductivity, 荒待; the numerical value of which is quite unique, once the conductive 
mechanism is specified. Therefore 荒待 can never be a control parameter, and the resultant 
behavior of the system is unique. 

4.2 Basic equation and similarity ansatz 

The one-dimensional spherical gas-dynamical equations with both self-gravity and 
diffusivity are  
 項貢項建 + な堅態 項項堅 岫堅態貢憲岻 = ど, (71)

 

 項憲項建 + 憲 項憲項堅 = −な貢 項喧項堅 − 項剛項堅 , (72)

 

 な堅態 項項堅 磐堅態 項剛項堅卑 = ね講罫貢, (73)

 

 貢 磐項香項建 + 憲 項香項堅卑 + 喧堅態 項項堅 岫堅態憲岻 = な堅態 項項堅 磐堅態荒 項劇項堅卑 (74)

 

where p is the pressure, 貢 the density, 香 the specific internal energy, u the flow velocity, and 剛 the gravitational potential. We assume the ideal gas equation of state (EOS) in the form,  
 岫傑 + な岻倦喋航 劇 = 喧貢 = 岫紘 − な岻香, (75)

 

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, 航 the mean atomic mass, and 紘 the specific heats ratio; Z 

is the ionization state, and 傑 = な is assumed for hydrogen plasma. Equation (74), described 

by the one-temperature model, includes the non-linear heat diffusion term on the right hand 

side, where we assume a power-law dependence for the diffusion coefficient, 荒 = 荒待劇津/貢陳, 

with 荒待, m, and n being constants. For normal physical values, 券 > ど and 兼 > ど are 

assumed. With an intention to apply our solution primarily to the case of radiative heat 

diffusion, we can express 荒 as 荒 = 岫なは購聴喋	劇戴岻/ぬ腔眺 where 3

0 /    m n

R
T  is the Rosseland 
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mean opacity, 購聴喋 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and 腔待 = なは購聴喋/ぬ荒待 is a constant. In the 

formulae given below, we keep the generality in terms of the parameters, m, n, and 紘, but 

also show specific forms using the values of the reference set at the same time: 兼 = に, 券 = なぬ/に, and  荒待	describing the opacity due to inverse bremsstrahlung in a fully ionized 

hydrogen plasma (Zel'dovich & Raizer, 1966) together with 紘 = の/ぬ. 

To find a self-similar solution, we here introduce the following group transformation, 

  		堅 = 膏堅̂,		 建 = 膏銚建,赴 憲 = 膏長憲賦, 劇 = 膏頂劇侮, 貢 = 膏鳥貢賦, 剛 = 膏勅剛侮 (76) 

where the hats denote the physical quantities in the scaled system related by the scale factor 膏 with the parent system without hats. The constants, a, b, c, d, and e, can be appropriately 

determined by substituting Eq. (76) for Eqs. (71) - (74) such that the transformed system is 

kept symmetric and thus has the same structure as the original one based on the Lie's idea 

(Lie, 1970): 

 		な − 欠 = 決 = 潔/に = な + 穴/に = 結/に = 岫な ∗ に兼岻/岫ぬ + に兼 − に券岻. (77) 

For the reference case, m = 2 and n = 13/2, Eq. (77) gives 欠 = なな/は, 決 = −の/は, 潔 = 結 = −の/ぬ, 

and 穴 = −なな/ぬ. Equation (77), together with the following similarity ansatz, enables the 

removal of the temporal dependence from Eqs. (71) - (74),  

 		迎岫建岻 = 畦	|建|怠/銚 ,  行≡r/R(t), (78) 

 憲 = 畦欠 |建|長/銚懸岫行岻, (79)

 

 劇 = 磐畦欠卑態 |建|頂/銚酵岫行岻, (80)

 

   貢 = 稽|建|貸態訣岫行岻, (81) 

 項剛項堅 = 畦稽罫行態 |建|岫頂貸怠岻/銚Ω岫行岻, Ω岫行岻 ≡ ね講豹訣岫行岻穴行,締
待  (82)

 

where 迎岫建岻 is the temporal characteristic scale length of the system; A and B are positive 

constants defining the scales of the radius and the density, respectively. Note that the 

relation, 穴/欠 = −に, is used for the similarity ansatz of the density in Eq. (84), which holds 

regardless of the values of m and n. Furthermore, it should be noted that, at a glance, the 

ansatz for u and T given in Eqs. (82) and (83) seem to be bounded with each other with the 

similar front factors, 畦/欠 and 岫畦/欠岻2, respectively. However, these factors are chosen just for 

simplicity, and u and T are kept independent of each other, because the functions, 懸岫行岻 and 酵岫行岻, are left free until they are self-consistently determined as the solution of the eigenvalue 

problem as shown below. In this paper, we consider a contracting fluid system for 建	 < 	ど 

which collapses at 建	 = 	ど, and therefore |	建	| 	= 	−建. Then, Eqs. (71), (72), and (74) are 

respectively reduced to the following ordinary differential equations,  
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   −岫±行 − 懸岻訣嫗 + 岾±穴 + 懸嫗 + 態塚締 峇訣 = ど, (83) 

 ±決懸 − 岫±行 − 懸岻懸嫗 + 岫訣酵岻嫗訣 + 計怠 Ω行態 = ど, (84)

 
 ±潔酵 − 岫±行 − 懸岻酵嫗紘 − な + 磐懸嫗 + に懸行 卑 酵 = 計態 岫行態訣貸陳酵津酵嫗岻嫗訣行態 , (85)

 

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to 行, and concerning the double signs, 岫±岻, the upper (plus) and lower (minus) sign correspond to 建	 > 	ど and 建	 < 	ど, respectively. 

Since Eq. (73) is automatically satisfied, its reduced form does not appear in the above set of 

equations. Thus, the present system is characterized by the two positive dimensionless 

parameters, 計怠 and 計態, defined by 計怠 = 欠態罫稽 and 計態 = 岫荒待/欠稽陳袋怠岻岫畦/欠岻態津貸態. It can be 

interpreted that 計怠 and K2 are introduced for simplicity instead of A and B. Equations (83) - 

(85) are second-order ordinary equation system for 訣, 酵, and 懸, and the obvious boundary 

conditions are 

   懸岫ど岻 = ど,  訣岫ど岻 = な,  酵岫ど岻 = な,  岫訣酵岻締退待嫗 = ど. (86) 

The last relation means that there is no pressure gradient at the center. 

4.3 The self-similar solution as two dimensional eigenvalue problem 

At first glance, the ODE system, Eqs. (83) - (85), together with the boundary condition (86), 

seem to be closed mathematically. However, one can easily find that numerical integration 

of the system produces a physically unacceptable picture under an arbitrary set of the 

values for 計怠 and 計態 such that the temperature suddenly diverges to infinity at a finite 

radius. Since the physical quantities are expected to change smoothly in space, it is 

conjectured that some special values of 計怠 and 計態, which are still unknown, can give such a 

physically acceptable picture. Therefore the present system is supposed to be a two-

dimensional eigenvalue problem, which is essentially different from the one-dimensional 

eigenvalue problems of the previous work.  

To determine a unique set of parameters, 計怠 and 計態, we need two more physical conditions. 

The first one is quite an orthodox prescription, in which the right integration curve 

smoothly passes through the singular point, which is located somewhere at a finite distance 

from the center. On this singular point, the fluid velocity is equal to the local sound speed. 

The second parameter is less obvious compared with the first one, but still seems natural 

enough, namely, that both the density and the temperature converge to zero simultaneously 

with an increase in radius. The numerical calculation is started from the center, and 

therefore it is necessary to make clear the asymptotic behavior of the solution in the vicinity 

of the center as follows. 

For the central region, the asymptotic behaviors of the above physical quantities are 

obtained by inserting the following ansatz, 

   訣 = な − 訣待行態,  酵 = な − 酵待行態,  懸 = −懸待行,  岫行 企 な岻, (87) 
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into Eqs. (83) - (85), where 訣待, 酵待, and 懸待 are unknown positive constants, where we make 
use of the symmetry at the center and thus employed only the lowest quadratic terms for 訣 
and 酵. After some manipulation, the constants are obtained, 
 懸待 = に岫券 − な岻ぬ岫券 −兼 − ぬ/に岻 , 酵待 = 岫紘 − な岻券 −兼 − 紘 + な/にぬ岫紘 − な岻岫券 − 兼 − ぬ/に岻計態 訣待 = に講計怠 − 酵待懸待態ね 	 (88)

 

As can be seen in Eq. (88), in order to conduct the numerical calculation starting from the 
center, 計怠 and 計態 must both be specified as trial values, which are expected to converge to 
their genuine eigenvalues after numerical iteration. Figure 6 shows the first step of the 
solving process, or how a right eigenvalue, 計態, is obtained on the 訣-酵 plane, where 計怠 = ど.はね 
is fixed just as a trial value. As can be seen in Figure 6, there exists an appropriate value of 計態, with which the integrated curve smoothly passes through the singular point, while the 
other integrated curves deviate from the right curve as the integration proceeds toward the 
singular point, resulting in an unacceptable physical picture. In this manner, an appropriate 
eigenvalue 計態 can be determined as a function of arbitrary 計怠. 
 

 

Fig. 6. g - 酵 diagram showing the optimization process of the eigenvalue, 計態.  

Under the condition that the right integrated curve is to smoothly pass through a singular 
point, the integrations are conducted from the center (訣 = 酵 = な) with the radius toward 
infinity corresponding to 訣 = 酵 = ど. Fixed parameters are 兼 = に, 券 = なぬ/に, 紘 = の/ぬ, and 計怠 = ど.はね. As the second step, one needs to determine 計怠 that satisfies the second 
requirement mentioned earlier, namely, 訣 → ど and 酵 → ど at the same time. Figure 7 shows 
how the right eigenvalue, 計怠, is determined on the 訣-酵 plane, where each curve is already 
optimized such that it passes through each singular point. As a result, it turns out that there 
exists a unique pair of the eigenvalues of 計怠 and 計態, which satisfies the both requirements.  
Figure 8 shows the eigenstructure for the temperature, 酵 ∝ 劇 the density, 訣 ∝ 貢, the velocity, 懸 ∝ 憲, and the heat flux, 刺 ∝ −荒∇劇, under the eigenvalues of the reference system thus 
obtained, where the curves are assigned with labels corresponding to the original physical 
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quantities just for readers' comprehension. The behavior of the velocity for 懸 → ∞ may seem 
physically unacceptable at least in a rigorous sense. As a matter of fact, however, there are a 
number of examples for implosions and explosions in which the velocity profile is 
approximately linear with the radius (Sedov, 1959; Bernstein, 1978). In addition, the physical 
condition at enough large radii (行 伎 な) will not affect the core dynamics for an intermediate 
time period. Therefore, when we restrict our considerations to a finite closed volume 
containing the core, the present self-similar solution is expected to be an approximation of 
the core evolution at higher densities and temperatures. 

 

 

Fig. 7. g - 酵 diagram showing the optimization process of the eigenvalue, 計怠.  

 

 

Fig. 8. Eigenstructure of the self-similar solution.  
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Under the condition that the right integrated curve is to converge to 訣 = 酵 = ど, each curve 
has already optimized with respect to 計態 as was shown in Fig. 6. Other fixed parameters are 
the same as in Fig. 6. 
The normalized physical quantities are obtained as a result of the two-dimensional 
eigenvalue problem with fixed parameters, 兼 = に, 券 = なぬ/に, and 紘 = の/ぬ.  

5. Conclusions 

The crucial role of dimensional analysis and self-similarity are discussed in the introduction 
and the three subsequent examples. Self-similar solutions for individual cases have been 
demonstrated to be derivable by applying the Lie group analysis to the set of PDE for the 
hydrodynamic system, taking nonlinear heat conductivity into account as the decisive 
physical ingredient. The scaling laws for thermally conductive fluids are conspicuously 
different from those for adiabatic fluids (not discussed in the present chapter; see references 
by Murakami et al., 2002, 2005 for details). The former has one freedom less than the latter 
due to the additional constraint of thermal conductivity. If a thermo-hydrodynamic system 
comprises multiple heat conduction mechanisms, self-similarity cannot be expected in a 
vigorous sense except for special cases. However, self-similarity and scaling laws can always 
be found at least in an approximate manner, by shedding light on the dominant conduction 
mechanism, which should give the basis of system design and diagnostics for scaled 
experiments for individual cases. The necessity of dimensional analysis and finding self-
similar solutions is encountered in many problems over wide ranges of research. The simple 
general scheme and the examples mentioned in this chapter will help the reader who 
encounters a similar situation in his or her investigation find the underlying physics and 
prepare further theoretical and experimental setup. 
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